We develop a method for computing a nearly singular integral, such as a double layer potential due to sources on a curve in the plane, evaluated at a point near the curve. The approach is to regularize the singularity and obtain a preliminary value from a standard quadrature rule. We then add corrections for the errors due to smoothing and discretization, which are found by asymptotic analysis. We prove an error estimate for the corrected value, uniform with respect to the point of evaluation. One application is a simple method for solving the Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equation on a grid covering an irregular region in the plane, similar to an earlier method of A. Mayo. This approach could also be used to compute the pressure gradient due to a force on a moving boundary in an incompressible uid. Computational examples are given for the double layer potential and for the Dirichlet problem.
Introduction
The solutions to many problems in di erential equations can be expressed in terms of singular integrals. Perhaps the most familiar example is the representation of solutions of boundary value problems for Laplace's equation or Poisson's equation. The computation of such integrals often requires special methods. It seems that the most di cult case to compute accurately is the nearly singular integral which occurs when the point of evaluation is close to a singular source point but not identical with it. For example, for a double layer potential on a curve, the integrand is smooth when the point is on the curve, but has large derivatives when the point of evaluation is o the curve but close by. The values of such integrals might be needed if the curve is embedded in a region covered by a grid, and we wish to compute values of the potential at grid points near the curve. If we calculate the integral at one point with a standard quadrature rule, the approximation is high order accurate; however, for xed grid size, the error is typically much larger at points near the curve than for points further away, and high resolution or a special method is needed to obtain accurate values at these nearby points.
(Cf. 1], x7.2.1.) For example, if we calculate the double layer potential by the trapezoidal rule with singularity subtraction (see (1.5) ,(1.7)), the accuracy, uniform with respect to location, is only rst order. That is, with grid spacing h on the curve, the error is bounded by Ch for some C, uniformly in a neighborhood of the curve, and the power of h in this statement cannot be improved; this is explained and illustated below.
In this paper we develop a simple and e cient method for computing nearly singular integrals. While the method is very general, we treat here the speci c case of a double layer potential on a curve in two dimensions (see (1.1)), or the gradient of a single or double layer potential. The approach is this: We replace the singular kernel of the integral with a regularized or smoothed version. We approximate the integral using a standard quadrature. The value so obtained may have signi cant errors because of the smoothing and the discretization of an integrand which has large derivatives. We now compute corrections to the preliminary quadrature, for each of the two types of errors, based on asymptotic analysis of the integral near the point of evaluation. With the corrections presented here, the computed value of the double layer potential has an error of two parts, a smoothing error of O( 3 ) and a discretization error of O(h 2 ); here is the radius of smoothing, h is the grid spacing in the parameter describing the curve, and we assume that =h is constant. In many cases the smoothing error O ( 3 ) is dominant, and we typically observe a combined error of O(h 3 ) in our numerical examples.
(Higher order corrections could be computed by the same method presented here, but they would be more complicated.) The error is uniform with respect to the location, and the work does not increase as the point of evaluation approaches the curve. One important limitation is that the curve is required to be smooth; i.e., this method would not be valid for a curve with corners without further modi cation. For the double layer potential on a curve, the approach works even without regularization; after the discretization correction, it results in an error of O(h 2 ). We expect, however, that the regularization is essential for this method in cases where the integrand is unbounded, as for potentials on surfaces in three-space.
The evaluation of the integral requires information about the curve and integrand only at regularly spaced points; no special quadrature points or subdivisions are needed. This could be an advantage in a context where limited information is available, as would be the case when a moving curve is computed. For greatest e ciency, this method could be used in conjunction with a rapid summation method such as the Fast Multipole Method 13] to obtain values of the potential at a set of points near the curve. Suppose we use J = O(h ?1 ) quadrature points on the curve, with spacing O(h), and we wish to evaluate the potential at M grid points in the plane with grid size O(h). The F.M.M. could be used to calculate the part of the summation corresponding to pairs of points which are separated by distance O(h), for which the regularization is insigni cant; this requires O(M + J) operations, with a constant depending on a speci ed error tolerance. The remaining O(M + J) pairs could be calculated directly. The correction terms require O(M) operations. Thus the total operation count is O(M +J). For example, if the M points are those within a few grid spacings of the curve, then M = O(h ?1 ), and the operation count is O(h ?1 ). In this way values can be obtained rapidly for a large set of points, without special care, and this fact should be of practical advantage.
As an application we present in x4 a method for solving boundary value problems for Laplace's equation in irregular regions. It is very similar to the method introduced by Mayo 22 ] but more direct. To solve the Dirichlet problem inside a curve, we write the solution as a double layer potential, solving an integral equation on the curve for the dipole moment. We introduce a grid on a rectangle containing the region of interest. We compute values of the solution from the double layer potential at grid points near the curve in the manner described above. From these values we can form the discrete Laplacian of the solution at points where the stencil crosses the curve. Setting the Laplacian to zero at other grid points, we then invert, using a fast solver for the discrete Laplacian on the rectangular grid. We thus obtain the values of the solution at all grid points. In our experiments we have used both the ve-point and the nine-point Laplacian. We nd convergence to second order or better, with improved accuracy using the nine-point-Laplacian. The simplicity of this approach could be an advantage if, e.g., such an elliptic problem occurs at each time step of a time-dependent calculation. As noted by Mayo, another advantage is that exterior problems are as easy to deal with as interior ones; no arti cial boundary conditions are needed at computational boundaries. (Of course, the solution could also be found at all grid points by computing the integrals directly; the F.M.M. could again be used.)
This approach could be used to compute a pressure gradient in two-dimensional uid ow due to forces concentrated on a curve. Such a pressure gradient is often needed when the Navier-Stokes equations of viscous, incompressible ow are solved numerically and a force is exerted by a boundary within the uid. The force might be the surface tension on a boundary separating two uids (cf. 6]), or an elastic force on a membrane (cf. 26, 27]). As explained in x5, nding the corresponding pressure gradient amounts to computing the gradient of a single or double layer potential due to sources on the curve. The discrete Laplacian can again be used to nd the values on the entire grid from those at points near the curve. If viscous ow is computed by the projection method, for instance, a preliminary velocity eld is projected onto the space of divergence-free vector elds. This projection is expressed by subtracting a pressure gradient ( 26, 27] ).
The method developed here generalizes that of 3] for computing singular integrals on R d or layer potentials on doubly periodic surfaces in R 3 . In that case the integral was evaluated at grid points on the surface. Here we restrict attention to integrals on curves, but the evaluation of the integral at an arbitrary point requires a more general point of view. Some existing methods for computing nearly singular integrals can be found We now describe the computation of a double layer potential due to sources on a curve bounding a region in the plane. Let R 2 be a bounded region with boundary curve C. We suppose that C is known in parametrized form C = fx( ) 2 R 2 : 0 2 g, going counterclockwise, and that 7 ! x( ) is the restriction of a smooth, periodic function. A double layer potential on C has the form
where n x is the unit outward normal at x 2 C, s is arclength, and F is the dipole moment. G(x) is the fundamental solution for the Laplacian in R 2 , G(x) = (2 ) ?1 log jxj, so that G(x) = (x), and @G @n x (x ? y) = n x rG(x ? y) = 1 2 n x (x ? y) jx ? yj 2 :
As shown in potential theory (e.g., see 7] ), u = 0 on R 2 ? C, and u has di erent limiting values on C, when approached from the interior region and the exterior region R 2 ? . The integrand is smooth for y 2 C, but for y close to C it is nearly singular. In parametrized form
Here f( ) = F(x( )), n( ) = n x( ) , and N( ) = (x 0 2 ( ); ?x 0 1 ( )), so that n( ) = N( )=jN( )j. Now suppose we want to calculate u at a point y near C. Then y is along some normal line through C, i.e., y = x( 0 ) + bn( 0 ) for some 0 and some b 2 R. We rst rewrite the integral to reduce the order of singularity, using the identity (1.14)
where j" 1 j C 1 3 and j" 2 j C 2 h 2 , uniformly for y near C. Here " 1 is the smoothing error and " 2 is the quadrature error.
This theorem follows from Theorems 2.1 and 3.2. There are several remarks to be made.
We have not combined the two errors in (1.14) because in some circumstances " 2 can be kept small so that " 1 is the dominant error; this is done by ensuring that = =h 0 is not too small (see below). The error bounds are inequalities, not asymptotic equalities for xed y. Thus it does not seem practical to use extrapolation to improve the order. Note, e.g., that for xed 0 , the correction T 1 is a function of (y ? x( 0 ))= . The theory of x2 suggests that the same is true for " 1 .
The sum in T 2 is in nite, but the terms decay very rapidly, so that only a few terms need be computed. Speci cally, E( ; ) 3e ? 2 , showing that the terms E( ; n ) have Gaussian decay in n. Note that the spacing of points on the curve is about h 0 near = 0 , so that measures the radius of smoothing relative to the point spacing. The quadrature correction T 2 goes to zero rapidly as increases. For example, if 2, it can be checked that jT 2 j 3hjf 0 0 jj j 10 ?17 . Moreover, E( ; ) 3e ?2 , and thus T 2 decays rapidly as = b= increases, as we should expect, since the integrand is smooth for y away from C. For example, if 2 and 3, jT 2 j 4hjf 0 0 j 10 ?16 . On the other hand, making large will likely increase the smoothing error " 1 . In the sine factor in T 2 , we could replace 0 =h by the remainder when 0 is divided by h, i.e., 0 =`h + h for some integer`; cf. x3. We might choose our mesh on the curve as j = (j + 1=2)h rather than jh; it can be seen that this has the e ect of reversing the sign of T 2 .
The double layer potential can be computed without regularization, by a similar method, and the results are qualitatively similar. That is, we can compute the sum S as in (1.7), but with rG rather than rG . The quadrature error is again O(h). A correction corresponding to T 2 can be calculated, either by taking the formal limit of (1.11) as ! 0, or by a calculation similar to that of x3. It is (It can be checked that T 2 =h a bounded function.) We can now form the corrected approximationũ(y) to u(y) as in (1.13), omitting T 1 . Then, as in the Main Theorem,ũ(y) ? u(y) = " 2 , with j" 2 j C 2 h 2 , uniformly in y. This can be shown by slight modi cation of the analysis of x3.
An Example. We choose C to be the unit circle, parametrized as (cos ; sin ), and f( ) = 2 sin 3 . Choosing h so that J = 2 =h is a multiple of 25, we take 0 = 2 =25 + h=10 and y = (1 + h=10)x( 0 ); thus y is distance h=10 from the curve and displaced along the curve by h=10 from the closest grid point. Computing the sum S as in (1.7), with no regularization, for J = 2 =h = 50 2 k , for 0 k 4, we nd the error is about :32 h. After adding the correction T 2 of (1.15), the error inũ(y) is about :020 h 2 . On the other hand, if we computẽ u(y) as in (1.13), using the regularized method, with = =h = 1, we nd the error is about :45 h 3 ; with =h = 2, it is 3:5 h 3 .
Finally we outline the contents of the remaining sections. In x2 we derive the smoothing correction T 1 by asymptotic analysis of the integral near = 0 . In x3 we compute the quadrature correction T 2 , after rst deriving a general result for quadrature of a nearly singular integral over a hyperplane with homogeneous kernel. The analysis here generalizes that in 3], x3. In x4 we explain the application to the Dirichlet problem. We also give related quadrature formulas for an integral like (1.3) with tangential gradient of G, and show how the two cases can be used to nd the gradient of a single or double layer potential. In x5 we discuss the possible application to computing pressure gradients in uids. Computational examples are presented in x6 which demonstrate the performance of the method for computing singular integrals near the curve and of the method for solving the Dirichlet problem.
The smoothing error
In this section we nd the largest contribution to the error in the double layer potential which results from replacing the fundamental solution G by the regularized version G . In other contexts the smoothing error in a regularized kernel has been made higher order by imposing moment conditions on the choice of the kernel ( 3, 4, 15] ) but that does not appear to be possible for the nearly singular case. We rst state the conclusion; for simplicity we assume with r = jx( ) ? yj. For small , the error is very small when r is at least O(1). Thus we may assume that f is zero outside a neighborhood N of x = 0, determined by the geometry, and that y 2 N. We can use any parametrization in the integral (2.1), and for simplicity we will assume that the parameter is the arclength s. At the end we will modify the result for arbitrary . Thus we write (2.1) as
To begin we approximate r = jx(s) ? yj = jx(s) ? bn 0 j, for s; b near 0, using the Taylor expansion of x(s). 3 The quadrature error
The coe cient for the quadrature correction will be derived using the Poisson Summation Formula: for a smooth, rapidly decreasing function f on R d ,
where we write the Fourier transform aŝ
Another general fact which will be needed is a quadrature estimate for a mildly regular function
Here` d + 1, is a multi-index, j j = P d j=1 j , and C`is a universal constant. This can be proved directly from the Poisson Formula; see 2], Lemma 2.2.
We begin with a general lemma which estimates the quadrature error for an integral over R d with a nearly singular kernel, regularized on the scale of the grid size. We assume the kernel K is a homogeneous function of (x; y) 2 R d R, with some degree m: K(ax; ay) = a m K(x; y) ; a > 0 ; (x; y) 6 = 0 : (3. 3)
The regularized kernel will have the form K h (x; y) = K(x; y)s(x=h; y=h) ; x 2 R d ; y 2 R (3.4) where s is chosen so that s ! 1 rapidly as its argument goes to in nity. It follows that K h (x; y) = h m K 1 (x=h; y=h). We show that the error from quadrature with the trapezoidal rule has an expansion in powers of h, and the leading term can be computed explicitly. The grid points may be shifted away from the singularity. The proof generalizes those of Lemmas 3.2{3.4 in 3], which in turn were inspired by the proof of Lemma 1 in 11] for unregularized singular integrals; expansions for errors in the latter case were derived earlier by Lyness 20] . It can be checked that the present lemma holds without regularization (i.e., with the factor of s omitted) provided m 0 and we require y 6 = 0. Lemma 3.1. Let K h be a smooth function on R d+1 with the form (3.4), where K and s are smooth for (x; y) 6 = 0; K is homogeneous of degree m; s(x; y) ! 1 as (x; y) ! 1; and jD s(x; y)j Cj(x; y)j ?j j for j(x; y)j 1. Let f be a smooth function on R d such that f and its derivatives are rapidly decreasing. We approximate the integral where the C j depend on , , and f, for j 1, and
e ?2 in K 1 (2 n; ) (3.8)
HereK 1 ( ; ) is the Fourier transform of K 1 ( ; ); the sum is over n 2 Z d ; and`is large depending on the smoothness of K; s, and f. The C j and the error term are uniformly bounded with respect to y = h and on a bounded set, and c 0 is uniformly bounded with respect to and .
Proof. We omit some details which are similar to those in 3]. We rst take f to be a cut-o function; i.e., we assume that f has compact support and f 1 in a neighborhood of x = 0. Using the homogeneity of K, we can write, with x = h, y = h, We have a trapezoidal sum for a function which is zero for x outside an annular region 0 < c 1 < jxj < c 2 with the support of rf; the singularity is removed, and the shift is immaterial.
We can estimate the di erence using (3.2); we note that by hypothesis jD k x (s(x=h; y=h))j Cjxj ?jkj ; jxj h , and we are away from the singularity; then the integrand in (3.5) has bounded derivatives, so that h ?(d+m) (S(h)?I(h)) is bounded for such h, and it follows that c 0 is bounded. Otherwise if j j 1, we can choose h = O(1); then S(h) and I(h) are separately bounded, since Ks is smooth, and again it follows that c 0 is bounded. Next we extend the result to general functions f. We write f as a Taylor expansion about x = 0 to order`with remainder and multiply by a cut-o function; the error away from the singularity is high order. The jth term in f is homogeneous in x of degree j, and the corresponding term in the integral (3.5) is similar to the case already treated, with m replaced by m+j. Adding these terms for 0 j `gives a sum as in (3.7). The remainder in f consists of terms of the form q(x)g(x) where q is homogeneous of degree`+ 1. The resulting integrand in (3.5) is F(x; y) = K(x; y)s(x=h; y=h)q(x)g(x). Using the homogeneity of Kq and (3.13) we can check that jD x Fj L 1 Ch m+d+`+1?j j (cf. 3], Lemma 3.3). It then follows from (3.2) that the quadrature error from F is O(h m+d+`+1 ). We have now veri ed (3.7); the uniform estimates follow from the derivation.
It remains to identify the constant c 0 . Since (3.7) holds for arbitrary f, we assume f(0) = 1 and write, using The f-factor cuts o the diverging sum and integral at radius O(1=h). We can apply the Poisson Formula (3.1) to F h ( ? ), where F h (x) = K 1 (x; )f(xh + h). The shift by gives an exponential factor in the transform, and we nd c 0 = lim
e ?2 in F h (2 n; ) : (3.15) To verify (3.8) we need to show that as h ! 0,F h is replaced withK 1 in the limit. The hypothesis for K 1 implies that D x K 1 decays rapidly for j j large; it follows thatK 1 and its derivatives are continuous for k 6 = 0 and decay rapidly for large k. The limiting argument is based on this fact; see Lemma 3.4 in 3] .
We now apply this general lemma to the speci c case of the double layer potential on a curve. The error is uniform with respect to and y near C, but depends on derivatives of C and f.
Proof. Because of the analysis above, we can expect that the largest part of the quadrature error will come from the lowest order in and y near the singularity. For this reason we compute the error for a simpli ed integrand, using the Lemma above, and then show that the remainder contributes an error of higher order. Thus we replace x( ) with its linear approximation T , where T = x 0 (0), and N( ) with N(0). We write y = N(0), with = b=jN(0)j. We replace f( ) by , assuming for simplicity that f 0 (0) = 1. We multiply by a cut-o function ( ) such that = 1 near = 0 and = 0 outside some neighborhood of = 0. The integral and sum can then be extended to in nity; they become (?2i) sin(2 n )K 1 (2 n; =h) (3.32) and with = b= and ( =h) = = b= , we obtain the stated formula (3.19) for c 0 . This completes the calculation of the O(h) term in (3.18).
We now estimate the quadrature error arising from the di erence between the integrand in (3.16) and the one we have just treated, i.e., N( ) rG (x( ) ? y)f( ) ? N(0) rG (T ? y) ( )f 0 (0) (3.33) For or y away from the singularity, the derivatives are bounded uniformly in h, and the error is higher order. For this reason we multiply f by the cut-o function ( ); we assume it is zero outside a neighborhood of = 0 in which jx( ) ? T j jT j=2. We can write (3.33) as a sum of terms, one being (with f 0 (0) omitted) 
The Dirichlet problem
As an application of the method of computing nearly singular integrals, we describe a procedure for solving a Dirichlet problem in a bounded, two-dimensional domain with irregular boundary. We also describe modi cations of this procedure for exterior boundary value problems, or for the gradient of a single or double layer potential. The strategy for solving the Dirichlet problem is very similar to that of Mayo 22 ] but simpler, using the method presented here to compute double layer potentials. Given a bounded domain with smooth boundary @ , we seek a harmonic function u on with prescribed value on the boundary:
We suppose is embedded in a region covered by a rectangular grid, and we wish to nd values of u at grid points inside . (See Fig. 1.) By solving an integral equation on @ and writing u as a double layer potential, we can calculate values at grid points near the boundary.
We now form the discrete Laplacian for the unknown, on a grid extending , and then invert the discrete Laplacian on the extended region to obtain the solution at all grid points. We now explain the steps in more detail. by the iteration (4.6), with initial guess f 0 = 2g. Since the double layer kernel K is smooth, the integration is accurate, and so is the solution f i (e.g., see 18], Sec. 12.2 or 1], Sec. 7.2). We take the solution to have converged when successive iterates di er in L 2 norm by a prescribed tolerance, which we chose to be 10 ?12 .
2. Compute the integral for the unknown at grid points near the boundary. We could now compute the solution u accurately at any point using the representation (4.3) and the method of integration introduced here. However, we only need to do so at a few points near the boundary in order to nd the solution at all grid points inside . We suppose we have a grid on some rectangular region R containing ; let S be the set of grid points in R. We will assume the grid size is O(h), where h is the spacing on @ , as both go to zero. Let I S be the set of irregular grid points in R, i.e., those for which h requires points on both sides of @ . Also let J S be the larger set of points needed to nd h on the set I. We compute the solution from (4.3) only on the set J \ , using the formulas of x1. In doing this for a grid point y 2 J \ , we need to write y = x( 0 ) + bn( 0 ) for some 0 and b. Since the mapping ( 0 ; b) 7 ! y is smooth with nonzero Jacobian, we can solve for 0 ; b, given y, using Newton's method. To evaluate f; f 0 ; f 00 at 0 we use four-point Lagrange interpolation from the values of f at i = ih.
3. Form the discrete Laplacian of the extended unknown. Let U be the grid function on S which is the exact solution u in and 0 otherwise. Also letŨ be the grid function on J which is the solution computed in Step 2 on J \ , andŨ = 0 on J \ (R ? 4. Invert the discrete Laplacian. Finally, we compute U h as the solution of h U h = F on S with zero boundary condition, using a fast solver. The restriction of U h to is the desired approximation to the solution u of (4.1). For the case h = 9 h , we use the program FFT9, a fast Poisson solver; see 16] . (There is a correction built into the program which is not needed here; e.g., see 10], x8.6.3.) In our numerical experiments, reported in x6, we nd that the solution computed in is accurate to O(h 2 ) with either 5 h or 9 h for the method described here. However, the accuracy improves if we use 9 h and extend the set of irregular points to the set J de ned above. We have not proved that these results hold in general. Some analysis of this issue was given in 22], pp. 156-57.
Exterior problems. The method just described can easily be modi ed to solve a Dirichlet problem exterior to a boundary curve, using the appropriate integral representation. (This was noted by Mayo in 22], p. 149.) The solution can be found on a grid in a rectangular region enclosing the curve, again using the fast Poisson solver. In this case we need to compute values of the solution on the boundary of the rectangular region R, using the double layer integral, in order to specify the boundary value for the Poisson solver. The trapezoidal rule for the integral is highly accurate since @R is away from @ . The condition at in nity is built in through the integral representation.
The tangential gradient of G. In further applications, we will need to compute integrals along a curve C with the tangential, rather than normal, derivative of G. Such 
Pressure gradients due to boundaries in uids
In computing time-dependent, incompressible uid ow it is often necessary to compute the pressure gradient. When a moving boundary or interface is present in the uid, one term in the pressure may be written as a harmonic function with boundary condition determined by forces at the interface. The method introduced here might then be useful for computing the gradient of this pressure term at grid points in the uid. The boundary might separate two di erent uids (e.g., see 6]) or it might be an elastic membrane in one uid ( 26, 27] with a decay condition at in nity, where is the curvature at the interface and is the coe cient of surface tension, assumed constant (cf. 6]). With viscosity, the jump in has a further term involving rv. Periodic boundary conditions could be imposed in the method proposed here; see below.
To be speci c, we discuss further the case of an elastic membrane in a viscous uid, the case for which Peskin's immersed boundary method 26, 27] is designed. Assume for now that the uid occupies R 2 . We return to (5.1,2) and assume that the force F is due to a membrane located on the curve C. That is, F will have the form
where f (n) ; f (t) are scalar-valued functions on the curve, n is the unit outward normal, and t is the unit tangent to the curve. Here C is the delta function on the curve C. We use the notation h ; i to indicate the action of a distribution or generalized function on a test function, i.e, a smooth function on R 2 of bounded support; this action generalizes the integral of a product of functions on R 2 . Thus the action of C on a test function is h C ; i = Z C ds (5.5) The contribution to the pressure p from the membrane force F (assuming constant density)
is the distributional solution of p (M) = r F (5.6) We show that the solution of (5.6) with F concentrated on C can be written in terms of single and double layer potentials on C. We separate p (M) into two terms corresponding to those in F, p (n) = r (f (n) C n) ; p (t) = r (f (t) C t) :
We verify that Here p (n) ] is the boundary value from inside minus that from outside, which from the properties of the double layer potential is ?f (n) . We have used Green's identity and the fact that p (n) = 0 on each side of C. Now suppose that the curve C is contained in a region covered by a rectangular grid. It follows from the representation above that each term in rp (n) ; rp (t) can be computed at the grid points using the method of x4. In this case we need to compute h at irregular points on both sides of C. We also need to compute values at the boundary of the grid to furnish the boundary condition for the Poisson solver; these values can be computed routinely since they are given by nonsingular integrals.
A simple modi cation will allow us to compute pressure gradients with periodic boundary conditions, rather than the free space condition of the layer potentials. Let w free be one of the pressure gradient terms above, and let w per be the corresponding term with periodic boundary condition. Then (w per ? w free ) = 0 across C, so that w per ? w free is smooth across C, even though the separate terms are not. Consequently h (w per ? w free ) is high order accurate in h. To compute w per at the grid points, we compute h w free at the irregular points as before, and then solve the Poisson equation with periodic boundary conditions to obtain w per to high accuracy. If we need values of w per on the curve C, we can rst compute w free directly from (5.12,13) and then add the value of w per ? w free interpolated from the grid; the latter will be accurate since w per ? w free is smooth near C. A similar strategy for computing a periodic solution using values of the free space solution was used in 9].
Computational examples
We rst illustrate the method of integration in the simplest case, a double layer potential with one mode on a circle. We take C to be the unit circle, parametrized by = , the angle in polar coordinates. We choose f( ) = 2 sin 3 ; then the potential u of (1.3) is u(r; ) = r 3 sin 3 for r < 1 and ?r ?3 sin 3 for r > 1. We use the method described in x1 to calculate u(r; ) for = :7 and r slightly greater than 1. Then u is close to ? sin 2:1 ?:86. (Results for r < 1 are similar.) Table 1 shows the errors and correction terms (1.9), (1.11) for various choices of M, the number of points on the circle, and = =h, with r ? 1 about h=3. Here Raw Err means the error S ?u in approximating u by the sum S of (1.7) without corrections. Corr Err means the error after the corrections, i.e., (S + T 1 + T 2 ) ? u. We include the case without smoothing, labeled as =h = 0:
In each case the corrected error is smaller than the raw error, and in most cases considerably so. With M = 800 the errors in the corrected values are all smaller by at least a factor of 100 than that for the sum S without smoothing. It is evident that the two corrections are complementary: For small =h, the error is mostly canceled by the quadrature correction T 2 , and T 1 is insigni cant, whereas for =h 1, the smoothing correction T 1 mostly compensates for the error and T 2 is negligible. Here = 1, so that = , and the behavior for 2 is consistent with the remarks in x1. With =h = 2, the error for each M is :57h 3 , con rming the expectation from x1 that the error at a xed angle has the form 3 times a function of (r ? 1)= .
Since the circle is a special case, we present a similar example where the curve is the ellipse (x=2) 2 + y 2 = 1. We parametrize the ellipse as x = 2 cos ; y = sin . We choose f in (1.3) so that the double layer potential u is Im (x + iy) 3 = 3x 2 y ? y 3 inside; f has the form A sin + B sin 3 , with coe cients A; B determined by matching formulas for u inside and out. (We are grateful to Gregory Baker for pointing out this class of examples.) In Table  2 we report results where the point of evaluation is inside the ellipse, at distance Dist along the normal line through the point with = :7. Here u 4:25 and 1:5. The results are similar to those for the circle. Again with M = 800 all corrected errors are better by more than a factor of 100 than for the sum without smoothing. The next example illustrates the corrections (4.15)-(4.17) for the single layer potential. We use a test problem similar to the last one, with the same ellipse. We choose f( ) in the same form, with coe cients so that the single layer potential v of (4.11) is Re (x + iy) 3 = x 3 ? 3xy 2 inside the ellipse. We calculate values of v at the same locations as before, using (4.18). The value of v is about 1:67. The results are displayed in Table 3 . They are qualitatively similar to the results for the double layer potential. However, the smoothing correction T 1 is larger, re ecting the fact that it is O( ) in the present case but O( 2 ) in the double layer case. The corrected error with larger values of =h is O(h 3 ).
Next we illustrate the pressure gradient of x5. With C the unit circle and f( ) = ?2 sin 3 , let p be the solution of p = r (f C n), as in (5.7). That is, p = 0 away from C; p + ?p ? = f on C; and @ n p is continuous across C. The exact solution, as in the rst example, is p = r 3 sin 3 for r < 1 and p = ?r ?3 sin 3 for r > 1. We calculate rp using (5.12) for = :7 and r slightly greater than 1. The integrals of (4.20) are calculated as in the previous examples, with corrections as in (1.9), (1.11), (4.15), (4.16) . The exact value of rp is close to (1:00; 2:83).
The results are shown in Table 4 ; raw and corrected errors are shown for each component of rp = (@ 1 p; @ 2 p). In each case the corrected value has a much smaller error. Once again we see O(h 3 ) convergence with =h = 2.
Our nal example is the solution of a Dirichlet problem using the method of x4. We take the domain to be the ellipse x 2 =a 2 + y 2 =b 2 = 1 with a = cosh(1), b = sinh(1), embedded in a computational square with side 2a + :5. We prescribe the boundary value on the ellipse to be the harmonic function exp((x + p 3y)=2) cos((? p 3x + y)=2). The computed solution will be compared with this exact solution in the interior. We introduce a grid in the square with N points on each side. With N chosen, we use M = 4N points to discretize the ellipse, parametrized as x = a cos ; y = b sin , with i = (i + 1 2 )h, h = 2 =M. (The sign of T 2 must be reversed, as mentioned in x1.) We present results in Table 4 with three variants of the method of x4: Case I is the method as described with the ve-point Laplacian; Case II is the same but with the nine-point Laplacian. Case III also uses the nine-point Laplacian, but the set of irregular points, on which 9 h is computed using the integral representation, is extended to the set J of x4, consisting of all points which occur in any stencil crossing the ellipse. In all cases, the integral (1.3) must be computed at each point inside the ellipse which occurs in the stencil of some irregular point. Figure 1 shows this set of points, with the irregular points marked by dotted circles, in the case of the ve-point Laplacian with N = 32. That is, the points shown are the sets I and J of x4 in the ve-point case.
In the rst two columns of Table 4 we give the maximum errors in the solution, before and after the corrections T 1 ; T 2 , for the set of points for which the solution is computed from the integral. This set of points depends on N, but for each N the maximum error was found to be independent of the variant I, II, or III. We chose = 2h, so that the smoothing error should be dominant in computing the integral. The maximum corrected error is clearly O(N ?3 ), con rming this expectation.
For each of the three variants of the Dirichlet problem, we display the maximum error and L 2 error, on the set of grid points inside the ellipse, for the solution obtained from the Poisson solver. In all cases we see convergence as N increases, to about O(N ?2 ) or better. In case I, with ve-point Laplacian, the order of both errors is slightly worse than O(N ?2 ). However, the maximum error is considerably larger than that for the smaller set of values computed from the integral. In case II, with the nine-point Laplacian, the errors are improved somewhat, especially in the L 2 norm, and the order of convergence is better than O(N ?2 ), but we still see a larger maximum error on the grid. In case III, with the nine-point Laplacian and the extended set of irregular points, the maximum error on the grid is now comparable to that computed from the integrals. The errors are improved considerably. The convergence appears Err 32 2.96E-3 3.10E-4 8.84E-4 4.84E-4 6.01E-4 1.44E-4 3.14E-4 5.07E-5 64 6.99E-4 4.10E-5 2.29E-4 1.24E-4 1.27E-4 2.86E-5 4.80E-5 5.22E-6 128 1.70E-4 5.03E-6 5.89E-5 3.18E-5 2.90E-5 6.52E-6 5.92E-6 5.31E-7 256 4.36E-5 6.27E-7 1.50E-5 8.08E-6 6.52E-6 1.46E-6 1.26E-6 1.09E-7
